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Sports is big business: According to PwC Sports Outlook, the North American sports 
market will surpass $80 billion in revenue in 2022. And that’s just accounting for 
traditional revenue streams like media rights, tickets, sponsorship and merchandise.  
Sports sponsorship revenue alone is expected to reach over $18 billion in 2019.   

 
The 2019 ARF SPORTS MARKETINGxSCIENCE event in New York dived into how   
leagues, media companies and marketers can best leverage sports marketing and 
sponsorships in this growing industry.   

 
Key takeaways: 

• Social media has radically changed sports culture. Today, fans expect direct, 
intimate, and 24/7 connections with the players, on and off the courts. 
(Howard Mittman, Bleacher Report).   

• Back in the day, sports sponsorship was all about mass impressions. Now, it’s 
about looking for the center for cultural moments and connecting through 
authenticity, personalization, and original content. (Mark Foxton, Levi’s®) 

• In 2019, Esports will generate 1.1 billion in revenue, and Goldman Sachs 
predict 3x growth by 2022. Esports currently has 454 million fans globally, who 
are hyper engaged. (Ben Paro, MRI-Simmons)  

• Optimize athletes in your ads by leveraging the power of the unexpected. A 
neuro study found that ads with lower athlete-product “fit” had higher 
engagement, recall, and purchase intent. (Spencer Gerrol, SPARK Neuro)   

• Live games are what’s driving live TV consumption - 99% of NBA live games 
are still watched on TV screens (Phil Paparella, NBA). While streaming is 
growing, it’s still a small fraction of overall linear viewership. It’s the 
combination of hitting people from both linear and digital streaming platforms 
that has the biggest bang for the buck (Jay Leon, Turner Sports).  
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The Heartbeat of the American Sports Fan: Marketing in Sports Today 
Howard Mittman – CEO, Bleacher Report 
 
Howard Mittman, CEO of Bleacher Report, provided an overview of sports culture 
today and how sports marketers can best engage with fans. The following are key 
insights around Gen Z and sports culture learned through Heartbeats, Bleacher 
Report’s thought leadership program that combines first and third party data to 
contextualize user behavior to better understand the hyper-connected fan.  

Key takeaways:  

• Social media has radically changed the traditional, top down model of 
leagueàteamsàfans. Today, fans expect direct, intimate, and 24/7 
connections with the players, on and off the courts. Gen Z’s most 
treasured connection points are: intimacy, immersion, and inclusivity.  

• Intimacy means being community driven and encouraging exclusive 
exchanges. Brands should enable fan collectives to own what’s being talked 
about and anticipate future conversation drivers. Invite fans into the ecosystem 
and provide them with exclusive content that builds community from the 
bottom up. Exclusive engagement intensifies intimacy.  

• Immersion means accepting multi-modal norms (be accessible across all 
channels, at all times), being agile and proactive, and providing a 
frictionless experience. Gen Z consume content that’s accessible and 
available, but deeper immersion is also important to them. You have to mix 
convenience with immersion.  

• Inclusivity means hyper-authenticity, true representation, taking a 
social stand. There has been a distinct drop in consumer confidence in civic 
institutions. Brands have inherent responsibility and opportunity to meet Gen Z 
expectations for a commitment to social change.   

• Over the next decade, four consumer drivers will dictate how Gen Z 
will engage with sports and sports culture: 

o Focus filters: A race for attention is raging across media, advertising 
and culture in our era of non-stop digital distraction. For instance, 11% 
of Gen Z are thought to have ADHD; 35% of daily screen time among 
young children is on a mobile device – up from just 4% in 2011.    

o Passive mentorship: With the decline of trust in the public sector, 
businesses increasingly need to communicate a real sense of purpose 
and create actual social change. Re-establish your position as a 
trustworthy brand that people look up to for guidance and leadership.  
Best in class examples: USWNT/Megan Rapinoe, Patagonia Action 
Works, The Forest Green Rovers, Soccer Girl Probs.  
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o Fluid identities: A one-size-fits-all approach will no longer suffice, as 
young sports fans seek different platforms, media, and content types to 
express their multifaceted identities. For instance, 48% of post 
millennials are racial or ethnic minorities. Follow their leads and 
create a blur between genres as sports is no longer just what happens 
on the court – it’s a sensibility and a culture (e.g., sneaker culture, the 
stadium tunnel as the new men’s runway).   

o Visual immersion: Gen Z exhibit a preference for high quality, highly 
visual formats, reflected in their choice of social platforms. For example, 
94% of young sports fans on Instagram use the platform to see 
the personal side of athletes, and 65% of Millennials and Gen Z 
interact with each other digitally more than they do in real life. 

 

Access Presentation  
Video not available.  
 

 
Attention All Sports Fans!  
Mark Foxton – Head of Sports Marketing, Levi’s® 
Seth Cole – SVP, Partnerships, Turner Ignite Sports 
Ed Romaine – SVP, Chief Brand Officer, Bleacher Report 
Moderator:  Katie O’Mealia – Director, Sales Analytics, Bleacher Report 
 
Mark Foxton, Head of Sports Marketing at Levi’s®, Seth Cole, SVP of Partnerships at 
Turner Ignite Sports, Ed Romaine, SVP, Chief Brand Officer at Bleacher Report, joined 
moderator, Katie O’Mealia, Director of Sales Analytics at Bleacher Report, in a panel 
discussion on how to develop the ultimate fan experience through customized and 
innovative sports sponsorships, sports apparel and social media. 
 
The following are edited excerpts from the conversations:   

Katie (Bleacher Report): How have sports sponsorships evolved and what is 
the future? 

Mark (Levi’s®): Back in the day, it was all about mass impressions. Now, it’s 
to connect through authenticity, personalization, and original content – that are 
authentic both to the brand and the consumer. Our approach is guided by three 
pillars: music, sports, and style. We are the fan’s uniform. We are looking for 
center of cultural moments.  

Seth (Turner Ignite Sports): Now, it’s more contextual to who you are 
talking to. Even if it’s the same content, we have to be truly authentic in the 
way we talk to different audiences.  

https://cdn.thearf.org/ARF_Knowledgebase/ARF Member Only Events/2019.8.5_SPORTS-MARKETINGxSCIENCE/19.8.6_SPORTSMARKETINGxSCIENCE_Full-Court-Press_OMealia.pdf
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Ed (Bleacher Report): We are working on broadening the growth of the ad 
product and community building is important. We are also looking to connect 
linear and digital.  

 

Katie: How do you judge success?  

Mark: We look at sports activations as active campaigns. Within each program, 
we will establish own KPIs (set earlier, within sports), such as creating buzz, 
halo for the brand.  

Seth: ROI is all different, but ultimately, it’s if they want to come back and 
want to work with us again.  

Ed: There isn’t usually one objective that drives success for a campaign. You 
need to understand the priorities for your clients. But you need to generate 
engagement beyond the click.  

 

Katie: How are you leveraging social media? Are you leaning on specific 
platforms? How does social media factor into specific strategies?   

Mark: We use social in different manners. For instance, using social for 
storytelling, primarily using influencers, who have to be authentic Levi’s fans. 
We are not just going out and buying social spots.  

Ed: Sports is the last passion point to be disrupted, and social media 
accelerated democratization of sports fandoms. People aren’t interested in just 
the Super Bowl anymore. For instance, anchored in the love of the NBA, 
players are becoming style icons, and through social media, fans can connect 
to athletes off the court.  

It’s more about personalization and data, hearing from teams and non-media 
entities – creating moments that matter for the fans. Use influencers as 
amplification. Premium storytelling, whether sponsored or branded, read 
authentic to the consumer. 

 

Audience: How can you breakthrough?  
Ed: You need a very quick, predictive editorial strategy in a peer-to-peer 
economy. Extend the moment beyond the court.  

Seth: Fans are very savvy. You can’t just run the same ad. You have to put 
more effort into the creative - more creative approaches resonate quickly. 

 
Watch Video  
 
  

  

https://youtu.be/NrqWV6z3AJ4
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Optimizing Athletes in Advertising 
Spencer Gerrol – Founder & CEO, SPARK Neuro  
 
Spencer Gerrol, Founder & CEO of SPARK Neuro, shared learnings on how brands can 
best utilize athletes in their advertising. The following are findings and insights 
uncovered through SPARK Neuro’s original research into what drives effective 
engagement.   
 
Overview of the study: 

• Key questions: Athletes are getting paid a lot to endorse a wide array of 
brands, but is it worth it? Does athlete-product “fit” impact advertising 
engagement and purchase intent? 

• The hypothesis: Ads with high athlete-product fit will have higher 
engagement than ads with low fit. 

• Methodology: Neuro and biometric sensors (EEG, facial coding, fNRS); 
interviews and surveys. First, consumers were surveyed on how they rate 
product-category “fit” for LeBron James, Tom Brady, Serena Williams. 
(n=500). Then, SPARK NYC LAB measured 60 people on cognitive engagement 
along with pre-post analysis of purchase intent.   

• Key findings: 

o The hypothesis was wrong. Consumers rate athletes’ fit with brands as 
expected, but the higher the athlete-brand fit, the worse the 
change in purchase intent, and lower cognitive attention.    

o The worse the fit, consumers were better emotionally engaged. 
For LeBron, the most emotionally engaging and recalled ad was with 
Kia, which rated the lowest fit. The biggest change in purchase intent 
was seen with Serena and Bumble ad, which was also rated as a low 
fit. 

• Key takeaways: 

o The unexpected catches our attention – something counterintuitive 
can grab people’s attention. Unlikely athlete-product pairings prompted 
high levels of holistic engagement. 

o Bring unexpected pairings to the next level by having the athlete: 
interacting with the product, playing their sport, and showcasing 
their lifestyle. 

Access Presentation 
Watch the Video 

 
 

https://cdn.thearf.org/ARF_Knowledgebase/ARF Member Only Events/2019.8.5_SPORTS-MARKETINGxSCIENCE/19.8.6_SPORTSMARKETINGxSCIENCE_Optimizing-Athletes_Gerrol.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnKrq_-wjvE&feature=youtu.be
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The Value of Live Sports in a Changing TV Landscape 
Randi Barshack – CMO, Samba TV 
Paul Barber – Data Analytics Manager, Samba TV 
 
Randi Barshack, CMO of Samba TV, and Paul Barber, Data Analytics Manager at 
Samba TV, shared the latest viewership analyses from the year’s biggest sporting 
events as well as provide strategies to drive tune in.  

Key takeaways: 

• Tent poles are losing their hold on live TV viewers, but sports is a standout 
in the trend of time-shifting - it is still primarily watched live. Most scripted 
series are watched time-shifted; e.g., 42% of HH viewership for the premier of 
Game of Thrones was time-shifted. 

 

• However, TV data uncovers significant variance in sports viewers. For 
instance, the following are stats on viewers for the Women’s World Cup Final 
vs. Men’s World Cup Final:   

o There are many favors of the soccer fan.  

o Gender breakdown was the same for the Women’s vs. Men’s.  

o Difference in income brackets of viewers: The Women’s skewed 
heavily towards high income; for Men’s lower income. This means 
that the eyeball for the Women’s World Cup was worth more than for 
the Men’s World Cup. 

o Differences in geographic trends (DMAs): For the Women’s, heavily 
skewed towards east, New England; for the Men’s, more 
scattered, but also more Los Angeles.  

• TV + digital drive higher tune in than digital or TV only. Use digital and 
social to complement existing campaigns. Target the people second 
screening simultaneously and leading up to the event. For the Stanley playoffs, 
engagement on Twitter drove 40% increase in verified tune in rate. 
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• Crash the party: if a competitor is sponsoring a large event, target the same 
viewers on second screens who are being exposed to competitor brands.  

 
Access Presentation 
Watch Video 
 

 
Effects of Video and Live Streaming Sports 
Brendan Kirsch – VP of Media Analytics, Nielsen Sports 
Jay Leon – VP, Sports Insights, Turner Sports|A WarnerMedia Company 
Omar Ajmeri – Sports Research Lead, Twitter 

Moderator:  Phil Paparella – Associate Vice President, Global Media Insights, NBA  
 
Phil Paparella, Associate Vice President of Global Media Insights at NBA, moderated a 
panel discussion on the emerging trends in live sports streaming with Brendan Kirsch, 
VP of Media Analytics at Nielsen Sports, Jay Leon, VP of Sports Insights at Turner 
Sports, and Omar Ajmeri, Sports Research Lead at Twitter. 
 
The following is an edited excerpt from the conversation: 
 
Phil (NBA): Live games are what’s driving live TV consumption - 99% of NBA live 
games are still watched on TV screens. Jay, from a network POV, what you are 
seeing on linear vs. OTT? 

Jay (Turner Sports):  When you think of live sports, think of Mark Twain – 
“reports of my death are highly exaggerated.” A lot of pundits are saying 
everything is going over to digital – I take exception to that. Issues that are 
affecting other genres are also affecting live sports, but while streaming is 
growing, it’s still a small fraction of overall linear viewership. It’s also not just 
young people on streaming, and it’s not just a migration from one platform to 
the next. It’s the combination of hitting people from both linear and 
digital streaming platforms that has the biggest bang for the buck.  

 
Phil: Brendan, what is the current status of Nielsen’s measurement of TV as 
viewership shift/trade from set top box to OTT?  

 
Brendan (Nielsen Sports): Rather than shifting from linear to digital, it’s more 
stacking, especially for sports. Sports fans consume media more than the general 
pop. with 12 more hours a month. Avid sports fans less likely to cut the cord. 
Nielsen takes the heat for slowness in cross screen measurement. This is not a 
tech issue, it’s more of a coordination problem. We need digital publishers to opt-
in for syndicated measurement.  

 

https://cdn.thearf.org/ARF_Knowledgebase/ARF Member Only Events/2019.8.5_SPORTS-MARKETINGxSCIENCE/19.8.6_SPORTSMARKETINGxSCIENCE_Value-of-Live-Sports_Barshack-Barber.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S56cv59i6Zo&feature=youtu.be
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Phil: Omar, Twitter broadcasts live events now – tell us about what drove 
that transition.  

 
Omar (Twitter): NBA is the biggest league in Twitter. This is an opportunity to 
reach our core and casual fans. WNBA is an opportunity to create new fans.  

 
Phil: Jay, NCA tournament – tell us about what you learned from that 
partnership. 

 
Jay: For March Madness Live (MML), we did a lot of qual to understand viewership 
on the MML app vs. on mVPDs. To a person, they all said that MML app experience 
was superior. Top reason: MML app offered a superior viewing experience through 
its ability to let the viewer watch multiple games at once (50% of cable viewers 
own only one set top box).  

 
Phil: How does the game broadcast in the future? We need to provide fans 
more curated experiences, camera angles, ads they want to see; what can we 
do to make that happen? 
 

Omar: CourtVision by Steve Ballmer is the future of broadcasting with tech to 
overlay a live NBA game with dynamic field goal number. It is almost like a video 
game when you are watching, with more nuanced statistics and analytics.   
 
Brendan: Measure changes that viewers are making – what does minor tweaks in 
broadcast mean for tune in?  

 
Watch Video 

 
 
When Worlds Collide. Jocks, Gamers and Profiting on the New 
Frontiers of Esports 
Ben Paro – Director, Insight Sales – Sports, Esports and Brands, MRI-Simmons 

Ben Paro, Director of Insight Sales – Sports, Esports and Brands at MRI-Simmons, 
discussed the similarities and differences between traditional sports fans and the 
growing base of competitive gaming super fans so that advertisers and media can 
harness their passion. 

Key takeaways: 

• In 2019, Esports will generate 1.1 billion in revenue, and Goldman Sachs 
predict 3x growth by 2022. Esports currently has 454 million fans globally, 
who are hyper engaged (e.g., Twitch has 15 million daily tune-in). 

• Esports grew from a convergence of gaming, technology, and media. It 
started in the 1970s with the Space Invaders first tournament. Video games 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jn7XSIiTlEg&feature=youtu.be
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started to become designed to be Esports starting in 1998. StarCraft became 
the national Esport game of South Korea with over 900 million followers. By 
2011, Twitch launched as a new vehicle for creating content specific to games 
and gaming culture. Esports games are now “fully baked system of passion, 
media, and money.” 

• Traditional Sports Fans vs. Esports Fans: 

 

o Traditional sports fans: avg. age is 46 years old; male; avg. income 
$113K; educated; settled in life. 

o Esport fans: avg. age is 35 years old (caveat: the survey only measures 
18+); heavily male; racially diverse; educated. 

o There is a huge overlap: 85% of Esport fans are also traditional 
sports fans.  

• The convergence between traditional sports and Esports continue to 
grow. Overwatch is now using a sports franchise model, and traditional sports 
teams are now investing Esports teams.  

Access Presentation 

Watch Video 

 
 

The Future of Sports Sponsorships  
Jeff Katz – VP of Strategy & Strategic Partnerships, GumGum Sports 
Michael Neuman – Founder, EVP and Managing Partner, Scout Sports and 
Entertainment [sports arm of Horizon Media] 

Jeff Katz, VP of Strategy & Strategic Partnerships, GumGum Sports, and Michael 
Neuman, Founder, EVP and Managing Partner of Scout Sports and Entertainment, 
discussed how buying and management of sports sponsorships need to evolve.  

 

https://cdn.thearf.org/ARF_Knowledgebase/ARF Member Only Events/2019.8.5_SPORTS-MARKETINGxSCIENCE/19.8.6_SPORTSMARKETINGxSCIENCE_When-worlds-collide_Paro.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGTMOI0t9Ak&feature=youtu.be
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The following is an edited excerpt from the conversation.  
 
Jeff (GumGum Sports): Historically, there’s been a disconnect between media and 
sports. Now we can measure cross-channel value of sports signage. We need better 
coordination between the divisions. Organic placement can be a way insulate 
from lowering ratings by being embedded in the content itself, allowing sports 
to be a more efficient way to reach.  

 
Michael (Scout Sports): We bought real estate behind Floyd Mayweather when he 
walked from the dressing room for 90 seconds. Waiting for sports events that will 
become pop culture has replay value. The challenge is on all of us to push the 
envelope on creativity to make people talk about the brand – that’s the social 
currency, being part of the pop cultural discussion. Fans today are extremely smart 
and can recognize and appreciate really good work.  
 
Jeff: Media value won’t fluctuate that much, but the viral value can be much greater, 
and thus we need to measure all moments of the broadcast. How can we measure 
memorable moments that can generate value?  
 
Michael: There is responsibility to dissect every moment, but it would require 
significant overhaul; e.g., A/B testing for sponsors – all performance based; athletes 
based on performance rather than team contracts. There is big future in performance 
based opportunities.  
 
Access Presentation 
Watch Video 

 

https://cdn.thearf.org/ARF_Knowledgebase/ARF Member Only Events/2019.8.5_SPORTS-MARKETINGxSCIENCE/19.8.6_SPORTSMARKETINGxSCIENCE_Future-of-sports-sponsorship_Katz-Neuman.pdf
https://youtu.be/nDggxWUJa0w

